
Lesson 10-1 page 134

Beans, Cups, and Bowls

Students experiment with vari-

ous methods of dividing.

Lesson 10-2 page 135

Beans, Cups, and Bowls

Students evaluate each

method of division tried in

the previous lesson.

Lesson 10-3 page 135

Beans, Cups, and Bowls

Students create division

problems with dice.

Lesson 10-4 page 136

Beans, Cups, and Bowls

Students create and record

division problems.

Lesson 10-5 page 137 Lesson 10-8 page 139

ChipsBeans, Cups, and Bowls

Students examine answers to

specific division problems for

patterns.

Lesson 10-6

Chips

page 138 Lesson 10-7 page 138

Chips

Students evaluate each

method of division tried in

the previous lesson.

Students create division

problems with dice.

Lesson 10-9 page 140

Chips

Students create and record

division problems.

Students experiment with vari-

ous methods of dividing.

Lesson 10-10

Chips

Students examine answers to

specific division problems

for patterns.

page 140 Lesson 10-11 page 140

Long Division

Students create and record

repetitive addition patterns.

Lesson 10-12 page 142

Long Division

Students record repetitive ad-

dition patterns on a matrix.

Lesson 10-13 page 143 page 147
Long Division

Teacher presents a system of

long division.

Lesson 10-14 page 146 Lesson 10-15 page 146

Long Division

Students create division prob-

lems with dice and check their

answers with chips.

Lesson 10-16

Long Division

Students divide chips and

check their answers with long

division.

Long Division

Students practice the system

of long division and check the

answers with chips.

Lesson 10-17 page 147

Long Division

Students examine answers to

specific division problems for

patterns.

Lesson 10-18 page 148

Long Division

Students find answers to

teacher-created real problems.

Lesson 10-19 page 148

Long Division

Students find answers to

student-created real problems.



Prerequisite chapters:
Chapters 6 and 8

MATERIALS

For overhead projector:
Transparencies 10 by 10 blank matrix
Acetate squares with circles of three different

sizes drawn on them (one per square) Materials chapter, page 295
Acetate squares in five different colors Materials chapter, page 297
Washable color marking pens Materials chapter, page 297
Overhead projector dice Materials chapter, page 296
Beans Materials chapter, page 295

If no overhead projector is available:
Make charts in place of transparencies Materials chapter, page 294
Circular cutouts of three different sizes Materials chapter, page 295
Strips and squares of paper in five different colors Materials chapter, page 297
Dice cards in bag Materials chapter, page 296
Bean-shaped cutouts Materials chapter, page 295

Worksheet 1

Student materials:
Dittos 10 by 10 blank matrix
Beans, cups, bowls Materials chapter, page 295
Dice Materials chapter, page 296
Individual blackboards Materials chapter, page 294
Paper squares or chips in five different colors Materials chapter, page 297
Crayons
Lined and unlined paper
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In the activities for beginning division in Chapter 6, stu-
dents used materials such as tiles to answer the relatively
small division problems. As the problems increase in size,
using materials soon becomes impractical.

This chapter presents students with an abstract system
of long division that has been designed to minimize the po-
tential for errors in calculation. Knowledge of why the sys-
tem works is not emphasized. The emphasis is instead on
providing evidence that it produces answers identical to
those obtained by physically dividing objects.

The initial lessons acquaint students with use of their
chip trading boards for answering division problems. Once
this use is understood, they are used to verify answers ob-
tained through the abstract system of long division.

DIVISION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
AND BOWLS

PURPOSE:

To test methods of dividing beans, cups, and
bowls into groups of equal size

MATERIALS:

1. If no overhead projector is available, bean-
shaped cutouts

2. Clear acetate squares with circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one per
square), or circular cutouts in three dif-
ferent sizes

3. Beans
4. Cups
5. Bowls
6. Individual blackboards
7. Unlined paper

Chips on chip trading boards will be the primary tool
used by the students to verify division answers. To insure
students understand the division process represented by the
chips, it is first presented with beans and cups.

Teacher: We will be working with groups of ten today.
Please put three bowls, four cups, and five beans on your
trading board, like this. How many beans do you have
altogether?
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Student: Five.
Teacher: How many beans are there altogether in the cups

column?
Student: Forty.
Teacher: How many beans are there altogether in the bowls

column?
Student: Three hundred.
Teacher: Whenever I ask "How many beans do you have

altogether?" in this activity, I want to know how many
beans you have altogether when you add the loose beans
to the beans in the cups and bowls. How many beans do
you have altogether?

Student: Three hundred forty-five.
Teacher: Now, I want you to divide the 345 beans into 5

equal piles. For each of the 5 piles, group the beans back
into cups and bowls. Does anyone have a suggestion as to
how we might divide the beans?

Student: Dump them all out of the bowls and cups. Divide
them into five groups. Then take each group and see
what it changes back into for beans and cups.

Teacher: Okay. In a minute we'll try it 'and see if that
works. Can anyone think of a different way?

Student: Divide the beans into piles of five, then the cups,
then the bowls.

Teacher: What would happen if you didn't have enough
beans in the first column to divide into five piles?

Student: We do.
Teacher: That's true, but supposing I had told you to put

out only four beans. Then what would you do?
Student: I could get some more beans out of the cup col-

umn.
Teacher: Okay, We'll try that way, too, in a minute and

see if it works. Can anyone think of another way?

The teacher accepts all the students' suggestions; if no
one suggests the following method, the teacher offers it.

Teacher: I'd like to suggest another way. We could divide
each column into five piles, starting with the column hav-
ing the most beans. For this problem, that would be the
bowls column. We divide the bowls into five piles, and if
any bowls are left over, we change them into cups. Then
we divide all the cups into five piles, and change the left-
over cups into beans. Any beans left over from the beans
column is the remainder.

I'd like to know if this and the other suggested ways work.
Try one of them or make up your own and see how many
beans, cups, and bowls you get in your five piles. The
people who suggested a method can explain it again if
you wish.

If you finish using one method, you may try another.
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DIVISION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
AND BOWLS

PURPOSE:

To retest methods of dividing beans, cups
and bowls into groups of equal size

MATERIALS:

1. If no overheadprojector isavailable, bean-
• shapedcutouts

2. Clear acetate squareswith circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one per
square), or circular cutouts in three dif-
ferent sizes

3. Beans
4. Cups
5. Bowls
6. Individual blackboards
7. Unlined paper

For this lesson each student uses all the suggested meth-
ods from Lesson 10-1 for dividing beans. Reworking one
problem in several different ways helps students see an an-
swer may be obtained through a variety of approaches.

Teacher: Who worked yesterday's division problem by di-
viding the beans into five piles then changing each back
into bowls and cups?

. Student: We did.
Teacher: Everyone put three bowls, four cups, and five

beans back on your trading boards. After Ralph tells us
how his group divided the beans, cups, and bowls, we'll
all try it that way. If you have any questions, Ralph or
someone who did it that way yesterday will help you.

The students present each system, including the teacher's,
to the whole class and everyone tries it.

The teacher than poses the following questions:

Which method is easiest to understand?
Which method is fastest to use?
Why do all the different ways produce the same answer?

DIVISION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
AND BOWLS

PURPOSE:

To create and solve division problems using
beans,cups, bowls, and dice

MATERIALS:

1. If no overheadprojector isavailable, bean·
shapedcutouts

2. Clear acetate squareswith circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one per
square), or circular cutouts in three dif·
ferent sizes

3. Beans
4. Cups
5. Bowls
6. Individual blackboards
7. Unlined paper
8. Overhead projector dice or dice cards in

bag
9. Two diceper student: one numbered from

zero to five, the other from zero to four

In the preceding two lessons, the students practiced a
variety of division techniques on a single problem. This
lesson provides students with a method of creating their
own division problems to increase their skill at dividing
beans.

Teacher: Today, I want you to make up division problems
on your trading boards by using dice. I will give you an
example on the overhead. The first roll of my dice tells
me how many beans to place in the beans column ...
what is the total of the two dice Irolled?

Student: Five.
Teacher: How many beans do I put on my trading boards?
Student: Five.
Teacher: Okay. The second roll tells me the number of

cups ... what is the total this time?
Student: One.
Teacher: How many cups do I put on my trading board?
Student: One.
Teacher: My third roll is for bowls. How many bowls do I

put on my trading board?
Student: Three.
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Teacher: I have three bowls, one cup, and five beans on my
trading board. The next roll determines the number of
groups I will divide the bowls, cups, and beans into.
What is the total of the two dice?

Student: Three.
Teacher: How many piles will I divide all my bowls, cups,

and beans into?
Student: Three.
Teacher: I write the three here, so I can remember how

many groups to divide everything into.

A 8 fJU ,
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When it is your turn to divide the piles, you may use any

system you wish. As I work this problem, though, I'll
use the system that is easiest for me.

lt helps me keep track of the three equal groups if I draw
three rows underneath my trading board. If you want
to do this, you could put the rows on another piece of
paper. First I divide the bowls into three equal groups.
How many bowls in each group?

Student: One.
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Teacher: Now, I divide the cups into three equal groups ...
no, I can't do that, because I don't have enough cups.
Okay, I'll dump all the beans out of this cup into the
beans column.

Now, how many beans in each group?

,fJ
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Student: Five.
Teacher: For this problem, there were no beans left over.

I don't know if that will happen with all our problems.
If there are ever any beans left over, put them off to one
side. They will be the remainder. How many bowls,
cups, and beans do I have in each group?

Student: One bowl, zero cups, and five beans.

The students watch the teacher work the first example
at the overhead. For the second example, the students tell
the teacher what to do for each step. They then begin creat-

ing and working problems on their trading boards, through-
out the available time.

Dividing by zero can present students with an interesting
situation: how to divide something into no groups. Today,
however, this is avoided by adding the rule that the bowls,
cups, and beans are not to be divided into zero groups. If
the total of the two dice is zero, they must be rolled again.

As the students work, the teacher walks around observ-
ing how well each student understands the process of creat-
ing and solving problems.

DIVISION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
AND BOWLS

PURPOSE:

To record division problems created using
beans, cups, bowls, and dice

MATERIALS:

1. If no overhead projector is available, bean-
shaped cutouts

2. Clear acetate squares with circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one per
square), or circular cutouts in three dif-
ferent sizes

3. Beans
4. Cups
5. Bowls
6. Individual blackboards
7. Unlined paper
8. Overhead projector dice or dice cards in

bag
9. Two dice per student: one numbered

from zero to five, the other from zero
to four

Teacher: The people I saw working division problems yes-
terday were doing a good job. But because I can't get
around fast enough to see all your problems I want you
to record your work on paper.

Division problems are usually recorded like this when you
get to junior high or high school.

I
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All students will be able to see some patterns: that for
dividing by one, for example. Some will see more. It isn't
important that any particular pattern be seen; what is im·
portant is that they look and think about what they see.

DIVISION WITH CHIPS

PURPOSE:

To test methods of dividing chips into groups
of equal size

MATERIALS:

1. Acetate squares or squares of colored pa-
per in five different colors

2. Marking pens or strips of paper in five d if·
ferent colors

3. Paper squares or chips in five different
colors

4. Crayons
5. Unlined paper

The students are now ready to transfer their knowledge
of bean division to dividing chips on a chip trading board-
this expands the size of the problems thay may comfortably
work with the aid of materials.

Slue ~_ Purple Ot1nvt
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Teacher: Please put five red, four blue, three green, two
purple, and one orange chip on your chip trading boards.
I want you to divide all the chips into three equal piles.
Does anyone have a suggestion as to how to divide them
this way?

Student: We could trade all the chips in for orange chips
and divide them into three piles. Then we could change
the piles back into the other colors.

Teacher: That's one way we could try. In a little while
we'll try that way and see if it works. Can anyone think
of another?

Student: Start with the oranges. Divide them into three
groups. If you haven't got enough oranges, change some
purples into orange. Do that for each column ..

Teacher: We'll try that way too and see if it works. Can
anyone think of another way?

Student: Start with the reds. Divide them into three equal
piles. Change any leftover reds into blues. Then divide
up the blues, and change any leftovers into greens. Keep
doing that for each column.

Teacher: We'll try that way, too. Can anyone think of
another?

If no student suggests starting with the red chips (as the
last student describedl, the teacher suggests that method.

Once a variety of ways have been suggested each student
selects or makes up one way to try. they may ask a
classmate to clarify his or her method. Students may
work independently or in small groups.

Dividing chips is not the same as dividing beans. With
beans, all the materials required to work the problem are ac-
tually present on the trading board. No matter which sys-
tem of division was used, the basic operation involved redis-
tributing beans that were already in the bowls and cups.

The division of chips cannot necessarily be accomplished
by redistributing the materials on hand. For example, if stu·
dents wish to convert all the chips to orange before the piles
are divided, they will need 54,321 orange chips. Once they
appreciate the magnitude of that task, they quickly abandon
it and switch to another system.

The students continue to test different methods as time
permits.

DIVISION WITH CHIPS

PURPOSE:

To retest methods of dividing chips on a chip
trading board

MATERIALS:

1. Acetate squares or squares of colored pa-
per in five different colors

2. Marking pens or strips of paper in five
different colors

3. Paper squares or chips in five different
colors

4. Crayons
5. Unlined paper
6. Individual blackboards

For this lesson the class discusses in turn each of the di·
vision methods attempted earlier. If a method was worka-
ble, each student uses it to divide the chips. If a method
wasn't workable, the students who tried it share with the
class the difficulties they experienced. This helps students
see that although answers may be obtained through a variety
of approaches, not all approaches are of equal merit.
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When students have worked the problem using each suc-
cessful method, they discuss the following questions:

Which method was the easiest to understand?
Which was th.e fastest to use?
Did all the different methods that produced answers get the

same answer? Why? Why not?

DIVISION WITH CHIPS

PURPOSE:

To create and solve division problems on a
chip trading board

MATERIALS:

1. Acetate squaresor squaresof colored pa-
per in five different colors

2. Marking pens or, strips of paper in five
different colors

3. Paper squares or chips in five different
colors

4. Crayons
5. Unlined paper
6. Individual blackboards
7. Overheadprojector dice, or dice cards in

bag
8. Two dice per student: one numbered

from zero to five, the other from zero
to four

This lesson's activities are essentially the same as those in
Lesson 10-3. Now, however, the materials are chips not
beans, and the numbers to be divided contain five places as
opposed to three.

The teacher rolls dice to determine the number of chips
to place in each column on the chip trading board·, and the
number of groups into which they are to be divided. To
facilitate keeping track of the equal groups, the teacher
draws an appropriate number of rows beneath the chip
trading board.

o
o

o 0
DO
o

DO
DO

DO
o

o
o

The teacher explains that the method selected to demon-
strate the division process is the easiest for the teacher to use.
When the students create division problems, they may use
any system they wish. The teacher begins by starting with
the red chips and dividing each column in turn, moving from
left to right. The red chips in the first coiumn are divided
into three groups. The leftover red chips are converted to
blues. This continues with blue, green and purple chips.
Finally, the orange chips are divided, with any leftovers
placed to the right of the trading board.
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The lesson continues as in Lesson 10-3.

DIVISION WITH CHIPS

PURPOSE:

To record division problems created on the
chip trading boards

MATERIALS:

1. Acetate squares or squares of colored pa-
per in five different colors

2. Marking pens or strips of paper in five
different colors

3. Paper squares or chips in five different
colors

4. Crayons
5. Unlined paper
6. Individual blackboards
7. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in

bag
8. Two dice per student: one numbered

from zero to five, the other from zero
to four

The activities are essentially the same as those in Lesson
10-4, but the materials are chips rather than beans, and the
numbers recorded contain five places, not three.

DIVISION WITH CHIPS

PURPOSE:

To search for patterns in the answers to
specific division problems

MATERIALS:

1. Acetate squares or squares of colored pa-
per in five different colors

2. Marking pens or strips of paper in five
different colors

3. Paper squares or chips in five different
colors

4. Crayons
5. Unlined paper
6. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in

bag
7. Two dice per student: one numbered

from zero to five, the other from zero
to four

The activities are essentially the same as those in Lesson
10-5, but the materials are chips rather than beans, and the
numbers to be divided contain five places rather than three.

Once the students have examined the answers to dividing
various amounts by one, they may pick any number as a di-
visor for subsequent investigations. They may also divide
their chips into ten, twenty, thirty, or more groups. Divid-
ing by larger amounts with chips is less unwieldy than using
bowls, cups, and beans. Students may wish to take advan-
tage of this and compare, say, the answers for dividing by
two with those for dividing the same numbers by twenty.

The use of chips extends the range of patterns the stu-
dents may explore. Division by two can easily be compared
with division by twenty. Division by 200, however, presents
problems of space.

Although materials provide students with the means of
understanding an arithmetic operation, a time comes in both
multiplication and division when the scope of a problem
outstrips the practicality of using materials. In multiplica-
tion this situation was alleviated by lattice multiplication.
To supplement the students' capabilities in division, _the
next series of lessons presents an abstract system of dividing
that serves the same purpose as the boxes in multiplication.

LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To create and record repetitive addition pat-
terns to be used in abstract division

MATERIALS:

,. Individual blackboards
2. Lined paper
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Teacher: Write the numbers one through ten on your
blackboards. Put a circle around each number like this.

I have a series of problems for you to work out. You may
solve them using tiles, beans, or chips, or by working
them in your head. All I want on your boards are the
answers. Pick a number between one and ten.

Student: Five.
Teacher: Okay. Five is the number we will add for the first

series of problems. What is five and zero?
Student: Five.
Teacher: The first answer goes by the one inside the circle.

Now, add five to the first answer. What's five plus five?
Student: Ten.
Teacher: Ten goes by the two inside the circle. Add five

to the second answer. Which number do I add the five
to?

Student: Ten.

Teacher: What's five plus ten?
Student: Fifteen.
Teacher: Which number answer is IS?
Student: The third answer.
Teacher: Where do I write the third answer?

Student: By the three inside the circle.
Teacher: Okay ... which numbers do I add now?
Student: Add 5 to 15.
Teacher: What will I get?

The students continue adding five to each successive
answer until all ten answers have been recorded. The
teacher then asks for a new number between one and ten
and the process is repeated.

For the third example, the students write all ten answers
in the series on their blackboards before showing their work
to the teacher.

The first answer is always obtained by adding the se-
lected number to zero. It is important for the students to
keep track of the numbers for the answers in each series by
writing them next to the circled numbers one through ten.

Once they understand how to add the same number to
successive answers, they may begin creating their own prob-
lems, using any numbers they wish.

Teacher: When you have found ten answers for the num-
ber you select, hold up your blackboard so I can see it.
I know a pattern for the numbers you are adding that
lets me tell by looking at only two numbers if all the
others are right. While I cheek your work, see if you can
discover the pattern I use.

After the teacher has checked several boards using the
unannounced pattern, the checking procedure changes.

Teacher: Now, we'll use another checking procedure. Don't
show me your board, just tell me the number you started
with and your tenth answer and I'll use my pattern to tell
you if I think you added correctly.

Student: I started with 6 and ended with 60.
Teacher: I agree.
Student: I started with 12 and ended with 120.
Teacher: I agree.
Student: I started with 15 and ended with 145.
Teacher: Check again. .
Student: I started with 15 and ended with 150.
Teacher: I agree.

After several student responses, the teacher begins a list
on the overhead of the starting numbers, the tenth answers,
and the teacher's opinion as to the accuracy of the addition.

Agree vs.
Start 10th Number Check Again

5 50 Agree

7 71- Check again

9 90 Agree

.y. "10 Agree

/~ /~ Agree

7 70 Agree

1/ /O'f Check again

/3 /30 Agree
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The process is continued. Any student who, after check-
ing a series of numbers again, feels the totals are correct des-
pite the teacher's pattern, submits that problem to the whole
class as a possible exception to the rule. This checking pro-
vides the individual both information on where an error in
addition was made and evidence that it is difficult to find an
exception to the teacher's pattern (there are ho exceptions).

Although the teacher never announces the rule, students
who think they see the pattern may share their discoveries
with their classmates.

After the teacher has gone through the process about 15
times, the students are no longer told if their addition is cor-
rect. Instead, each is given a lined piece of paper and in-
structed to record as many ten-number series of answers as
possible in the time available.

LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To record repetitive addition patterns on a
matrix

MATERIALS:

1. Blank matrix, ten squares by ten squares
on a transparency, or blank matrix on a
large tagboard

2. Dittoed copies of blank ten by ten matrix
3. Individual blackboards

The numbers produced by the repetitive addition in the
preceding lesson are multiplication patterns. To assist the
students in making a connection between the series of num-
bers obtained by addition and the pattern they've observed
in earlier lessons for multiplication, selected series of num-
bers are recorded on a matrix.

Teacher: Today I want you to do some problems like the
ones you did yesterday and write the answers on a blank
matrix.

Put the numbers one through ten down the side of your
matrix. Now, circle each number. At the top of the first
column, write a one. (See illustration, above right.)

In this column, write the ten answers you get for adding one
to each answer. What numbers do you add to get the
first answer if you are going by ones?

Student: Zero and one.
Teacher: Then what's the first answer you would write on

the matrix?
Student: One.
Teacher: What numbers do you add to get the second an-

swer?

CD
o
®o
®
®
G)
®
®
@ I I

Student: One plus one.
Teacher: What's the second answer?
Student: Two.
Teacher: And the third answer?
Student: Three.
Teacher: Okay. On your matrix, write all the answers for

adding one each time; then write them on your black-
board, too, so I can see what you got. Okay ... I'll
write what you have on my matrix too.

1

I
~
3
1/
5,
7
IS
q
10

CD
o
®
o
®
®
G)
®
®
@

Now, at the top of the second column, write a two. What
number do you think I'll have you add each time?

Student: Two.
Teacher: Write all the answers for adding twos on your

matrix, then on your blackboards.

2

I ~

~ 1
~ ,
i 8
,-

.:J 10,12
1 If
8 If,,,a
/0 2IJ

CD
oo
o
®
®
G)
®
®
@
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Okay ... what number will I have you use next?
Student: Three.
Teacher: And after three?
Student: Four.
Teacher: Find all the answers for each new column of num-

bers and fill them in on your matrices. You don't have to
write them on your blackboards yet.

As the students work, the teacher asks them to examine
the rows and columns of numbers on their matrices for pat-
terns that might help them predict answers. They next write
the numbers for each column, one column at a time, on their
blackboards. The teacher uses these numbers to fill in the
matrix on the overhead and asks to examine it for patterns,
as follows:

What patterns can you see as you look down the columns of
numbers on the overhead?

Are there any patterns across the rows as well?
Are the patterns across the same as or different from the

patterns going down? In what way? Why?
Have you seen any of these patterns before? Where? Why?

----

1.4I~SSttl1tt·1:~
LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To learn an abstract system of division

MATERIALS:

1. Paper squares or chips in five different
colors

2. Crayons
3. Individual blackboards
4. Unlined paper

This lesson presents the students with an abstract system
of dividing numbers. The system relies on the sets of ten
numbers in a series the students learned to produce in the
preceding two lessons. The use of the chip trading boards,
however, provides the necessary bridge from the concrete
knowledge gained from manipulating real objects to the
abstract knowledge gained from manipulating numbers.

Teacher: Write on your blackboards the ten answers for
starting with zero and adding fives. Make sure you put
the answers next to the circled numbers one through ten.
Then hold up your board so I can see what numbers to
write on the overhead.

.f(j)
10(])
15(j)
2OG)
-'S0
3'0
~(j)
'loG)
"i5(j)
.50@

Now, we'll use these answers to get an answer to a division
problem. I'll pick a division problem small enough so we
can check the answer on our chip trading boards. I want
to see if we get the same answer using the chip trading
boards as we do using this special way of dividing.

Here is the problem. When we divided using chips, the fast-
est way for me to divide was to start with the chips in the
left-hand column and divide each column one at a time
across to the right. The method I will show you now
starts the same way.

If these numbers were for chips on a chip trading board,
which number would I divide first?

Student: Four.
Teacher: Four is the number I start with using this system,

too. Look at the number in the list of fives-answers and
see is there is any number you could subtract from four.

Student: Four.
Teacher: When you look at the list of fives-answers, only

look at the numbers you wrote as the answers for
going by five. Did you think I meant to look at the cir-
cled numbers, too?

Student: Yes.
Teacher: If you just look at the answers in the fives col-

umn, are there any numbers that you could subtract
from four?

Student: No.

o
.51 kf3:J./

Teacher: Then above the four I write a zero. Since we
couldn't take anything from the first number, we have
to look at the first two numbers. Is there any number in
the fives column we can take from 43?

Student: Fifteen.
Teacher: True. But what I meant to say was, what's the

largest number on the fives list we could subtract from
43?

Student: Thirty-five.
Teacher: Any larger?
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Student: Forty.
Teacher: Can I subtract 40 from 43?
Student: Yes.
Teacher: Any larger?
Student: Forty-five.
Teacher: Can I subtract 45 from 43?
Student: No.
Teacher: Then we can't use 45. We have to find the larg-

est number on the list we can take from 43. What num-
ber would that be?

Student: Forty.

o

Teacher: Okay. We can use 40. Now, look at the number
40 in the fives column. What number answer was 40?

Student: What do you mean?
Teacher: What is the circled number next to the 40?
Student: Eight.
Teacher: The eight in the circle tells us that 40 is the

eighth answer in the fives column. That eight goes above
the three. Now, what is 40 from 43?

08

Student: Three.

08

Teacher: Okay. We've used the four and the three. The
next number we use is the two, by bringing it down be-
side the three, like this.

oB
5[4 3 f-I
-10 I_I

3;t
Now, we have 32. What is the largest number in the fives

column we can take from 32?
Student: Thirty.
Teacher: Can we take 30 from 32?
Student: Yes.

Teacher: Anything bigger?
Student: No.

08

6[ ~ 3 c?- /
-;.f0:

3;t
-30

Teacher: Okay. We'll use 30. What number answer was
that? What number is in the circle by the 30?

Student: Six.

S113f/
-~Ol_I

3;2.
-30

Teacher: Then the six goes in the answer row above the
two. What's 30 from 32?

Student: Two.

08~51 J./o:J-/
-10
3:L
-30

~

Teacher: Okay. We've used the four, the three, and the
two. What do you think we will use next?

Student: The one.

51-i 3f(
-Jf 0 I I
-II
.3 ~ I

I-30 I

~I
Teacher: The one is brought down beside the two, like this.
What can we subtract from 21?
Student: Twenty.
Teacher: Anything larger?
Student: No.
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08"

Teacher: What number do I write in the answer row?
Student: Four.

OS&'1
.511.3~1
-J./o : :_-II

'3~1
I-3D,

~(
-~o

Teacher: Why?
Student: Because it's in the circle by the 20.
Teacher: What's 20 sUbtracted from 2l?
Student: One.

o8&,1-
51 if .3 ;2./

I ,-40 I I__ II

3~1
-301__ I

~I
-;1.0

I
Teacher: We've used the four, the three, the two, and the

one. Are there any numbers left to use?
Student: No.
Teacher: Can we take any numbers in the fives column

from one?
Student: No.
Teacher: Then one is the remainder. The remainder is writ-

ten like this. o 8 (e, L/j
.5143;)../

I I-'10 , I__ I,
3;t I

-.3 0:
~I
-,;).0

I

Now the students check the answer obtained through the
abstract system of division on their chip trading boards. In
this case, they place four blue, three green, two purple, and
one orange chip on their boards. The chips are then divided
into five groups of equal size.

When the students have checked the accuracy of one
problem, the teacher writes a second division problem on
the overhead and the whole process is repeated. For the
third example, the students answer the teacher's questions
about the problem on their blackboards. The questions that
would be asked for the sample problem of 4,576 divided by
8 are as follows:

()

0519- "8

81.l157~
-10 I I
_II
57 I-5' :
I G

-!J!.
o

What number would I use from the problem to get the ten
answers?

Make a column on your blackboards for eight. Be sure to
write each of the ten answers next to the appropriate
circled number.

When the eights column is finished, what number do I look
at first in the problem when I'm ready to begin dividing?

What is the largest number in the eights column I can sub-
tract from four?

What number goes above four in the answer row?
What numbers do I look at next?
What is the largest number in the eights column I may sub-

tract from 45?
What number do I write above the five in the answer row?
What is 40 from 45?
What number do I bring down?
What's the largest number from the eights column I can take

from 571
What number goes above the seven in the answer row?
What is 57 minus 56?
What number do I bring down next?
What number from the eights column may I subtract from

16?
What number would go above the six in the answer row?
What is 16 minus 16?
What is the remainder?
What is the answer to 4,576 divided by 8?

When the third example is completed the students verify
the answer with their chip trading boards. The same series
of questions are repeated for thefourth,and if time permits,
fifth and sixth example.
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LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To practice an abstract system of dividing
numbers

MATERIALS:

1. Individual blackboards
2. Chip trading boards and chips

The students begin this lesson by instructing the teacher
in the steps necessary to produce an answer, using the ab-
stract system of division presented in the previous lesson.

Teacher: Here's a division problem. How do Iwork it?
Student: You have to make a fours column.
Teacher: Which four? And why?
Student: The four on the outside, because that's one of the

rules you told us for dividing this way!
Teacher: How do Imake a fours column?
Student: Write down the numbers l, 2, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9, lO.
Teacher: Like this?

Student: No, in a column, going down!
Teacher: Oh!
Student: Now put a circle around each number.
Teacher: Okay.
Student: By the one put a four, by the two put an eight,

by the three put a twelve ... by the ten put a forty.

Teacher: What next?
Student: Look at the one.
Teacher: Which one?
Student: The one in the problem, at the start.
Teacher: Okay. I'm looking.
Student: Put a zero above the one, in the answer row.

Teacher: Why would Iwant to do that?
Student: You can't take anything away from one.
Teacher: Can't I take one from one?
Student: Yes, but you don't have a one in the fours column.
Teacher: So?
Student: You can't take anything away from the one, from

the fours column!

o

Teacher: Okay. I've put a zero in the answer row. Now
what?

The students continue directing the teacher, through two
or three problems. Each student hears the process de-
scribed by fellow students and sees the teacher carry out the
directions. Not all students will learn the steps of this
method by hearing them dictated. The ones who do learn
in this matter, however, can tutor others.

The teacher now writes a problem on the overhead and
the students attempt to work it on their blackboards. The
teacher puts the divisor column on the overhead so the stu-
dents' blackboards do not become overly crowded. Fast
workers check the problem on their chip trading boards.

When most students have found an answer, they hold up
their blackboards. The teacher scans them and selects the
answer appeari ng most frequently as the class answer. Those
who have the class answer on their boards describe how they
arrived at that result as the teacher follows their instructions
on the overhead. Students with different answers should
find why they disagreed with the class answer.

When a substantial majority of students can work prob-
lems on their blackboards, they are ready to create and re-
cord division problems on their own, and assist those who
cannot remember the steps involved.

This lesson provides practice in the steps necessary to
produce answers using an abstract system of division. Once
an answer is obtained abstractly, it is verified on the chip
trading board. Students who have difficulty may use their
boards before dividing problems abstractly. Knowing the
answer in advance helps them concentrate on the sequence
of steps in the abstract system.

The process is continued as time permits.

LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To create and solve division problems using
an abstract system of dividing numbers; to
check the answers on chip trading boards
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MATERIALS: MATERIALS:

1. Chip trading boards and chips
2. One pair of dice per student: one num-

bered from zero to four, the second from
zero to five

3. Unlined paper

In this lesson, the students create and check their own
division problems.

The technique of creating the problems is familiar. For
each number to be divided, two dice are rolled and their
numbers added together. Students then roll to determine
the divisor. As was true for division with chips, no one may
divide by zero. The only additional information students
need is how many place numbers the dividend should be-
four digits is a good place to start. Students who wish, may
divide three or five place numbers to see what difference it
makes in their answers.

After constructing problems with dice, students work
them on paper using the abstract system of division. Prob-
lems are checked on the chip trading boards.

If a student's board results differ from the first answer,
he or she asks another student to rework that problem. If
both find the same discrepancy, they bring the problem to
the teacher, who presents it to the class. Volunteers work
out the problem to substantiate its validity as an exception
or to find any steps that may have been left out by the first
two students.

The students create, solve, and check as many or few
problems as time permits.

LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To create and solve division problems on the
chip trading boards, to use the abstract sys-
tem of division to check the answers

1. Chip trading boards and chips
2. One pair of dice per student: one num-

bered from zero to four, the second from
zero to five

3. Unlined paper

The activities for this lesson are essentially the same as
those for the previous lesson. However, the students create
division problems on their chip trading boards, first, then
verify the answers with the abstract system of division.

The only additional information the students need is
how many columns on their boards to fill with chips: good
columns to start with are the blue, green, purple, and orange.
They may also use the red column, or delete the blue col-
umn to see what difference it makes in their answers.

LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To search for patterns in the answers to
specific division problems

MATERIALS:

1. One pair of dice per student: one num-
bered from zero to four, the other from
zero to five

2. Unlined paper

Teacher: When you were working on your chip trading
boards, you found patterns for dividing that helped you
predict some answers. What was the pattern you found
for dividing by one?

Student: The answer was the same as the numbers we
started with.

Teacher: What was the pattern for dividing by ten?
Student: All the numbers in the answer were moved over

one column from the problem but they were still the
same numbers.

Teacher: Okay. That was the chip trading pattern. To-
day I want you to make up problems for dividing by ten
using numbers and no chips. See if the patterns you
found using chips work when we only use numbers.

Let me do an example first, to show you what I mean.
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The teacher makes up a problem to be divided by ten
and writes it on the overhead.

10 [ 57;;J. 3

Teacher: Look at the problem and tell me what answer
you think I might get.

Student: 572 3/10.
Teacher: Okay. Let's work the problem using a tens col-

umn and see what we get.

/0 ( /
057d.fo

/0157.:23
-50: I
-- I I

7;)" :
-70 :
~3
-.;<0

3

30
i/o
50
r.o
70
80
qo

/00 (/0

The teacher works an example for dividing by ten on the
overhead. The students then roll their dice for dividends for
their own problems, each to be divided by ten. They first
predict the answer, then work the problem.

Students who wish to, may explore the patterns for di-
viding by 20, 30, 40, 50, and so on, and compare them with
those discovered earlier with chips. If the divisors for the
current problems were also divisors for earlier chip trading
problems, patterns found with chips can help the students
predict the answer.

Students may explore various divisors for patterns: again
dividing by 1,2, or 3; dividing by 1qO, 200, 300, et cetera;
and dividing the same number by 4, 40, 400, then 4,000.

LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To practice an abstract system of division
while finding answers to teacher-created
word problems

MATERIALS:

1. Individual blackboards
2. Unlined paper

Teacher: I have a word problem for you to solve. I want
you to write the numbers for it on your blackboards.

We were having a party in class and I brought a bag full of
peanuts to share. If there were 32 of us in the room and
the bag held 125 peanuts, how many would we each get?

Okay. I see most of you have written this problem on your
blackboards. What does the 32 stand for?

Student: How many of us there were.
Teacher: And the 125?
Student: How many peanuts were in the bag.
Teacher: I'll write a few words by this problem so we'll re-

member it when we come back to it later.

People 8;). [ /,;;).5 Peanuts

Here's another problem: There are, 657 paperback books in
the class library. How many books could we each have if
there were only twenty of us in the room?

Write the problem on your blackboards.

The teacher creates about ten word problems and the
students compute the answers for as many as time permits.
Then, the teacher points to the problems one at a time; stu-
dents who have found an answer for that problem write it
on their blackboards. The teacher scans the boards and se-
lects a class answer. The process is repeated until there is a
class answer for each problem.

The teacher next asks the students what the answer
means. The answer to the problem for people and peanuts
is 329/32. Does this number tell how many people were in
class? How many peanuts each person got? Or how many
peanuts were in the bag?

Students must know how to identify the numbers in
a word problem to set up and solve it. For this skill to
be of real value they must also know what the answer
means.

LONG DIVISION

PURPOSE:

To practice an abstract system of division
while finding answers to student-created
word problems
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MATERIALS:

1. Individualblackboards
2. Unlined paper

This lesson's activities are essentially the same as those in
the previous lesson. The only difference is the problems
written on the overhead come from situations described by
the students rather than the teacher. As the students sug-
gest potential division problems, the teacher and the class
discuss what is and isn't an appropriate situation for divid-

ing. Knowing how many pieces of sugarless gum each per-
son should receive if the amount of gum available were dis-
tributed evenly can be found by division. Knowing how
many pieces each person would get if each one in turn took
a handful cannot.

With the aid of the abstract system of division to which
they have been introduced, each student can now produce
answers to division problems that are impractical to solve
using materials. The activities in many of the following
chapters permit students to apply this skill in practical,
problem-solving settings.
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